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Data loggers in meteorology, and a tiny detail
Extant data loggers are of excellent quality, robust, easy to
use. But, do they miss one thing?
Is the process to form measurement from individual raw
readings transparent enough for scientific applications?

Raw and processed data
Here “raw” data are elementary readings expressed in
physical units, coming from individual sensors.
As an example, let’s consider temperature and relative
humidity readings from the HTS221 intelligent thermohygrometer (ST Microelectronics).
The HTS221 yields primitive
readings expressed in integer
counts. Raw readings, in this
case, are the primitive
readings 𝑟! scaled with
relation 𝑟 = 𝛼 ⋅ 𝑟! + 𝛽, where
the multiplier 𝛼 and the offset
𝛽 are stored in the HTS221
Sens. Element of commercial
chip itself, and must be read
grade HTS-221 (courtesy
and used by driver-level code
Moresense srl)
in the data logger.
Raw data are normally not stored individually, but rather
used to form processed data, that is, the ones we normally
insert in a publica%on, a bulle%n, a database …

Level 2 common malfunction detection
Level 1, and the specific requirements for Level 3, may be
quite intuitive. Level 2 specific requirements need not to
be.
The list of “common malfunctions” detected by an L.2
Hypatia logger needs to be identified in advance, and for
each some objective classification criteria should be
defined.
Here are some examples of “common malfunctions”,
drawn from the author’s experience. All the plots present
a set of synthetized 10000 raw data, whose mean is
2.732814.
The first plot presents an “ideal” situation: raw data are a
constant plus a log-normal noise.

The second plot shows the presence of a glitch, that is a
sudden change in the signal offset (a malfunction
sometimes visible on “very intelligent” sensors):

And what if the signal is contaminated by a linear trend?

A level 1 Hypa%a data logger could provide func%on
allowing to access on-demand to supplementary data in
addi%on to the usual sta%s%cs; these addi%onal data
should at least provide a picture of the raw data sta%s%cal
distribu%on.
A level 2 logger could sa%sfy all level 1 requirements, plus
provide a set of alarm ﬂag for common raw data related
malfunc%ons.
A level 3 logger could sa%sfy all level 1 and 2
requirements, plus provide long-term (at least yearly) onboard storage for raw data.
Besides all that, Hypa%a “any level” loggers could provide
some form of user programmability through a Turingcomplete language.

If you ever had the opportunity to perform some field
installation at a remote place with minimal logistic
support, you may have experienced very personal
troubles yourself. You could be like me, be marginally
functional in cold weather, and be extremely efficient
and enduring under warmth. Or, as a friend of mine, be
at your ease under freezing cold and be extremely
vulnerable on warm days.

For example, installation (thinking egoistically) should
be always possible wearing gloves.

Logging open data
In meteorological community an important discussion
goes on about whether data should be “open”.
A non-linear trend?

That is, according to a common definition
(https://opendatahandbook.org),
Open data is data that can be freely used, re-used and
redistributed by anyone – subject only, at most, to the
requirement of attribute and sharealike.
What freely used really means? On a first glance, it could
be all just a matter of availability and access.

A sine trend?

A proposal in line with our )mes

As a preliminary idea, the standard might deﬁne three
levels, with an increasing degree of completeness.

Gender-aware and inclusive design

These reactions depend to some (quite a large in fact)
extent on gender and other personal differences. But
could well be incorporated in design requirement, which
the standard should address.

Raw data: a gold mine

What is proposed here is a combined eﬀort to deﬁne a
public standard sta%ng the minimum requirements for a
scien%ﬁcally-inclined meteorological data logger.

Hypa%a of Alexandria (~360 – 416 AD)
was in her %mes a very inﬂuen%al
mathema%cian, philosopher and anteli(eram scien%st. Her fame is quite
recent, her fascina%ng and sad story
having been restored from a long
oblivion. The reason of invoking just her for this project
stems from her lovely habit to teach philosophy and
science “on the road”, to anyone wishing to learn.
This, perhaps immodestly, is the same spirit of the datalogger proposed here: a system yielding data who
anyone wishing to see can use to unveil the usually
secret data formation process.

Nevertheless, data loggers will be installed or
decommissioned somewhere (maybe in a cold or hostile
environment) by someone on whom we cannot make
any safe assumption.

As any function mapping ℝ% on ℝ, these statistics are
destructive. In the sense that once computed we can not
restore the raw data from them.

In addition to the information from which processed data
are computed, raw data also bear a huge amount of
preciousness. For example:
• Information about noise in data (useful e.g. for
predictive maintenance, in addition to assessing
quality of data)
• Peaks and other outliers of possible application
relevance (e.g. additional illumination by clouds not
intercepting solar radiation)
• Indications on lack of noise, and other failure-related
diagnostic information
And, they offer the opportunity to perform offline
calculations additional to the ones hard-wired in the
datalogger.

Why “Hypa)a”?

What could be more harmless than a data logger? Data
loggers have no actuators, or if they have, they will be
connected to devices unlikely to cause safety issues.

Destructive operations
The data transformations starting from raw data and
yielding processed data do usually involve the calculation
of (possibly censored) statistics like a “mean”,
∑%"#$ 𝑞" ⋅ 𝑟"
𝑟̅ =
∑%"#$ 𝑞"
where 𝑟" is the i-th raw reading in an averaging period,
and 𝑞" an inclusion (1) / exclusion (0) indicator. Standard
deviations, maxima, minima and other statistics may be
computed as well.
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But, really, would it be any sensible to freely use and
maybe redistribute data of uncertain origin, formation
and quality? The question is not just rhetorical: using and
redistributing data in view of any necessity implies a sort
of endorsement, which may turn into a potential liability
whenever the quality and suitability of data for some
given use is not proper – or cannot be objectively
evaluated.

Notice all the plotted signals yield the same mean. But all
but the first would be flagged as potentially invalid.

Requirements on Level 1, 2 and 3 Hypatia met loggers try
just this: giving to anyone wishing to use instruments for
assessing data quality, directly on board of the logger.

Also: the histograms, quite different, suggest the
possibility to introduce a neural net based classifier.

References, and some whatsnext
For measurements in synop/c meteorology and related ﬁelds the reference is

What about turbulent fluctuations?
Meteorological quantities are usually sampled within the
Planetary Boundary Layer and as such are affected by
turbulent fluctuations (see e.g. PO-01c and PO-55).
These fluctuations may be filtered out by the sensors
actually used, or not: measurements may be affected, to
at least some points.
The presence of (possibly distorted) turbulent
fluctuations may affect measurements to some extent,
and it would be advisable to identify them as part of Level
2 calculations. Turbulent fluctuations are not a
malfunction: they’re a normal part of any met signal!

WMO, Guide to Instruments and Methods of Observa5on, 2018
(h@ps://library.wmo.int/index.php?id=12407&lvl=no/ce_display#.Yek6CC8w3q0)
For PBL measurement and quality assurance techniques:
T.Foken, Micrometeorology, Springer, 2008

And now, the “what comes next”. This is really up to
me and you.
Deﬁning a standard is a collec;ve eﬀort, involving the
stakeholders including data logger manufacturers,
installers, and users.
This poster illustrates a proposal, and in the moment nothing more: I
may have quite clear ideas (I have, in fact), but these are mine: that is,
of zero value. Yet I may act as a collector of interest. You may find me
here:

patti.favaron@gmail.com

Hope meeting you soon!

